
Lifeguard Audit Checklist
Summer Sunshine Resort / 11 May 2023 / Carlo
Ezcano Complete

Score 85% Flagged items 3

Site Summer Sunshine Resort

Date and Time of Audit 11.05.2023 17:30 PST

Lifeguard on Duty: Carlo Ezcano

Supervisor/ Auditor: Joe Talliet

Location Queen Elizabeth Dr, Bondi
Beach NSW 2026, Australia
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Flagged items 3 flagged

Lifeguard Audit / Hygiene
Lifeguard wear appropriate uniform, including whistle? ✖

Missing a whistle

Photo 1

 

Lifeguard Audit / Equipment
Lifeguard checks if the rescue tube is in proper position? ✖

Carlo proceed on his position without checking the rescue tube

Lifeguard Audit / Incident
Does lifeguard follow the standard procedure? No

Carlo made minor mistake on pulling off the victim out of the pool
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Lifeguard Audit 3 flagged, 85%  

Hygiene 1 flagged, 75%  

Lifeguard is well-groomed and hygienic? ✔

Lifeguard wear appropriate uniform, including whistle? ✖

Missing a whistle

Photo 1

 

Uniform is clean and presentable? ✔

Lifeguard is physically fit? ✔

Equipment 1 flagged, 66.67%  

Lifeguard checks if the rescue tube is in proper position? ✖

Carlo proceed on his position without checking the rescue tube

Lifeguard checks if the backboard, head immobilizers, first aid
kit, CPR mask in proper position? ✔

Lifeguard checks if the rescue equipment is in good working
condition? ✔

Behavior 100%  

Lifeguard is performing patron surveillance? ✔

Lifeguard is vigilant and alert? ✔

Carlo is keen on scanning the vicinity

Lifeguard is seated in proper position for patron surveillance? ✔

Lifeguard is enforcing pool rules? ✔

Incident 1 flagged, 80%  

Does lifeguard remain calm? Yes
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Does lifeguard response immediately? Yes

Does lifeguard follow the standard procedure? No

Carlo made minor mistake on pulling off the victim out of the pool

Does lifeguard apply CPR properly? Yes

Does lifeguard apply first aid correctly? Yes

Compliance 100%  

Is the lifeguard certified with Red Cross Lifeguarding and First
Aid? Yes

Is lifeguard rotation on time? Yes

Does lifeguard wait for reliever before they left their position? Yes

Does lifeguard update their reliever about the situation
before they left their position? Yes

Completion    

Observations and overall recommendation  

Observations:
- Carlo is not wearing whistle while he's on his post.
- He did a great job on saving the victim but he made minor mistake on pulling off the victim out of
the pool.
Recommendation:
- He needs to attend refresher training about standard procedures.

Supervisor (Full Name and Signature)  

Joe Talliet
11.05.2023 18:29 PST
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Media summary

Photo 1
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